Google Docs Add-On for Flow, ebrary Reader Debuts...and Historical Collection Webinars

Managing Research and Authoring Is Now Seamless with Google Docs Add-on for Flow™

Researchers can now annotate documents, streamline citation and bibliography creation, plus write as a team, all in one view.

Read more >

The new ebrary® Reader debuts

The Reader - built entirely with user input - uses a simple and intuitive interface and helps researchers find content anywhere, anytime.

Read more >

America’s Newspaper of Record: The Value to Researchers of the Historical New York Times

Cited in 30,000 dissertations and theses around the world since 2000, The New York Times provides findings on topics as diverse as music, management, anthropology, computer science, military history, and additional subjects not listed here. In this webinar, learn how researchers turn to the ProQuest Historical Newspapers™. The New York Times with Index for the definitive record of the day, plus the contextual material of photos, advertisements, announcements, cartoons, reviews, editorials, and letters that lead to fresh insights.

Read more >

Digital Gallery Showcases Writing From the Trenches of the First World War

A new website lets you explore life during wartime, through literature penned by those serving their countries.

Read more >

Michigan State Launches SearchPlus for Ease of Use, Interdisciplinary Research

The Digital Shift created a “Rollout” series on web scale discovery solution implementations and the Michigan State University Libraries (MSU) this month is featured with their debut of the Summon® service from ProQuest as its first discovery service.

Read more >

ORCID Integration with Pivot Targets Best Funding Sources

Locating and securing research funding is becoming increasingly competitive. This new integration further enhances the accuracy of profiles in Pivot, ultimately improving funding recommendations.

Read more and attend an upcoming webinar

Webinar Alert! Around the World in 60 Minutes

Want to better answer questions on historical topics from researchers? Join ProQuest and Choice/ACRL for a free webinar, where we will go “Around the World in 60 Minutes without Leaving your Library! — An Exploration of Historical Collections for Today’s Researcher.”

Read more >

New Format Option for Dissertations and Theses

As an alternative to the USMARC electronic format—and in response to customer requests—we now offer a MARC21/RDA format option for dissertations and theses.

Read more >